
Lesson number 4

Title: Was Africa similar to Europe in the 15th

century? 

You will see these symbols throughout this 
PowerPoint:

This means 

you have to 

think about 

an idea or 

answer, but 

no writing is 

needed.

This shows 

you how 

long to 

spend on a 

task.

This 

means 

you have 

to write an 

answer 

out.

This means 

you have to 

read some 

information.



Thinking Activity

Look at the images on your desk.

- What topic do you think these images 
connect to?

- What links can you make between the 
images?

- What do you think this lesson might be 
about?





The slave trade triangle – Britain’s trade 
links with Africa and America om which slaves 
were traded



The middle passage – the 
journey of slaves from Africa
to America



The slave auction-
the sale of slaves in 
America and the 
Carribean



The plantations – the farms 
on which slaves worked and 
farmed raw materials which 
were exported to Britain



Punishments – physical 
punishments were given out 
to slaves who did not work as 
hard as their masters 
wanted them to



Definition of slavery; copy and complete

1. unpaid

2. physically 
demanding

3. long working hours

4. forced 

5. owned

6. Punishment

7. masters 

8. whipped 

9. Obey

10. Work  

Slavery is where people are ____________ to

_______ for others against their will. They were

o______ by their ___________ and did work

which was _____________ ___________ and

________. Slaves worked very _______

________________ ________ and had to

_______ their masters. Failure to follow the rules

would result in severe _______________,

the most common example of which was being

___________.



Lesson Outcomes:

All will identify the goods Britain wanted, and will 
use different sources to say what the traders 
thought about Africa.

Most will identify the goods wanted by all the 
countries involved and will describe how the Trade 
Triangle worked.

Some will explain how the attitude of the slave 
traders was different to that of some other 
people, and will say why.



THE SUN NEVER SETS…

THE BRITISH EMPIRE AT ITS LARGEST (1921)

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3c/BritishEmpire1921.png


Study the following 

slides (14-17)

and complete your own 

copy of the trade 

triangle provided by 

your teacher

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3NXC4Q_4JVg

TED Talks. 5.38mins

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3NXC4Q_4JVg


Britain

I am a Lancashire mill owner. I need 
cotton to turn into cloth which I can 
sell to make a profit.

I like drinking tea from China and 
also like the odd cup of coffee, but I 
find these too bitter on their own so 
I have it with lots of sugar. 

When I get the chance, I also like a 
quick smoke of my tobacco pipe. 



America and the West Indies

We’re plantation owners. Sometimes we grow 
cotton, sometimes sugar or sometimes 
tobacco.

We’ll be happy to supply Britain tobacco, 
sugar to rot your teeth and cotton to make 
your mill owners rich.

But we have a problem: we can’t find enough 
people to do the dull, back-breaking work 
required to grow these crops…

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:T_Jefferson_by_Charles_Willson_Peale_1791_2.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:George-Washington.jpg


AHA…I have the perfect solution to your problem. Let me introduce myself: I am the 
King of Dahomey in West Africa. I am in charge of the slave trade in these parts and 
can provide you with all the workers you need. But what can you give me in return?

AFRICA



Triangular Trade





Your Task

Read through each of the Sources. For each one, answer the following questions:

1) Who is the author?

2) What does the Source say about Africa and the people who lived there?

3) Why do you think it says the things that it does (keeping in mind who wrote 
it)? Do you think they really believe what they are saying, or is there some 
other reason for what they are saying?

So, you have thought about the goods that 
Britain wanted – which led to them getting 

involved in the Slave Trade. 

But how did the traders explain their 
actions? What made them willing to buy 

and sell other human beings?



[The people of Benin] are a gentle, loving people…who do not 
hurt anyone, especially strangers. 

Samuel Purchas, as English traveller (eighteenth century)

I was born, in 1745, in the kingdom of Benin, in a 
charming, fruitful valley. 

Our manner of living is entirely plain…bullocks, goats and 
poultry supply most of our food…Before we taste the food 
we always wash our hands; indeed, our cleanliness at all 
times is extreme…We have no strong or alcoholic liquors; 
our main drink is palm wine…

Olaudah Equiano, The Interesting Narrative of the Life of 
Olaudah Equiano (1789)



The Sources suggest that…

I know this because they use words such as…

This does / doesn’t surprise me because…

Plenary

What do the Sources say?

You can use the writing frame below if you would like…


